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14" LED Task Light w/ Magnetic Hook - 120V AC - Work Area Lighting
Part #: WAL-DL-60LED-M-NC

 

 

The Larson Electronics WAL-DL-60LED-M-NC Portable LED drop light is ideal in practically any environment including but not limited

to: general maintenance, construction, aircraft interior, emergency shelter, ship yards, etc. These lights are also suitable for civilian

and military shelter units. The LED assembly in this task light offer much longer lamp life, cooler operation, higher durability, and

better light quality than incandescent drop lights.

Constructed to be completely weather and impact resistant, this LED drop light sacrifices no light output or quality to obtain these features. The

Larson Electronics WAL-DL-60LED-M-NC is shock resistant, making it durable enough to withstand drops, falls, and rough handling. Equipped

with 50,000 hour LED lamps, this LED drop light is designed to operate at cooler operating temperatures than conventional incandescent and

fluorescent lights to reduce the chance of fire and burns. This LED trouble light features 60 LEDs to produce a 120 lumen flood beam, and an

embedded on/off rocker switch located in the handle.

This drop light is equipped with a magnetic hook for temporary mounting. This hook can be attached to the magnet located at the tip of the light,

or the magnet located at the balance point on the side of the light. This unique magnetic hook mount lets the operator handle this task light with

ease and comfort; the engineered polymer handle also adds durability to the drop light. The non-metallic construction eliminates the risk of

energized external parts should the unit come into contact with exposed electrical components. The WAL-DL-60LED-M-NC requires installation

of a user-provided cord.
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This product does not qualify for free shipping.

 

Part #: WAL-DL-60LED-M-NC (150897)

LED Lamp Benefits

1. 50,000+ hour lifespan.

2. Can SAVE 50% or more on energy.

3. 100% recyclable.

4. No toxins-lead, mercury.

5. No UV light, infrared radiation or CO2 emissions.

6. Bright, even light maintains consistent color over time.

7. Instant on/off – No flickering, delays or buzzing.

8. Very good color rendering.

9. Vibration/impact resistant.

10. Significantly cooler operation.

11. Less frequent outages, higher output improves workplace safety.

Specifications / Additional Information

WAL-DL-60LED-M-NC Ratings

Lamp Type: High Output LED 50,000 hour lamp life

Dimensions: L-14.3" Tube Diameter- 1.8"

LEDs: 60

Voltage: 125 Volts AC 60-Hz

Kelvin: 5000 Special Orders- Requirements

Lamp Life Expectancy: 50,000+ Hours Contact us for special requirements

Weight: 16 oz Toll Free: 1-800-369-6671

Cord: User Provided Intl: 1-903-498-3363

E-mail: sales@larsonelectronics.com
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